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Abstract

Olefin polymerization by single a site metallocene catalyst is an intensive research area since last
decade. Metallocene pre-catalysts are capable to provide a good control of polymer
microstructure, molecular weight and stereospecificity. Higher catalytic activity of metallocenes
are achieved by using methylaluminoxan (MAO) co-catalyst but up to now MAO structure is still
illusive.  Many  theoretical  MAO  structures  were  purposed  to  understand  the  pre-catalyst
activation mechanism however none of structure is generally accepted. In this study, MAOs
affinity for chloride/methyl ligands to form respective MAO anions relative to chloride/methyl
trimethylaluminum anions is addressed. MP2 level of calculations were performed for the
formation of MAO-Cl-/Me- anions. Tetra-coordinated Al- sites were identified in agreement
with  the  experimental  and  theoretical  results.  TMA  contents  at  various  concentrations  were
investigated and results showed that TMA deficient MAO models have higher affinities than
fully saturated MAOs. Hexagonal rings were formed by the most stable anions and their affinity
is directly influenced variation in composition. The results suggested the hexagonal rings in
combination with square rings might be considered as part of real MAO. Structural isomerism
among MAOs significantly affects the ligand affinities. Later on, the electrostatic potential maps
confirm the higher stability of MAO anions than TMA anions which is corresponded to higher
catalytic affinity of metallocene.

Furthermore Cp2ZrCl2 /MAO interaction was studied by using different DFT functions to assess
the performance of DFT functions as compared to MP2 calculations. It was concluded that
M062X and WB97XD methods provide results in good agreement with the MP2/TZVP ones,
and hence these functionals represent promising DFT methods for future studies.
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Abbreviations & Notations
BE Binding energy

DFT Density functional theory

DMAH Dimethylaluminum hydroxide

DPP Diphenylphenol

DRIFTS Diffuse reflectance infrared spectroscopy

EAO Etheylaluminoxane

EPMA Electron probe microanalysis

ESP Electrostatic potential surfaces

FTIR Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy

HAO Higher alkylaluminoxane

HFIP Hexafluoropropanol

IBAO Isobutylaluminoxane

LSDA Local spin-density approximation

MAO Methylaluminoxane

MP2 Møller–Plesset perturbation theory of the second order

MS Mass spectrometry

NMR Nuclear magnetic resonance

PCP Pentachlorophenol

PFA Pentafluoraniline

PFP Pentafluorophenol

SEM Scanning electron microscopy

SVP split valence and polarization

TAAO Tetraalkylaluminoxane

TFHQ Tetrafluoroquinone

TMA Trimethylaluminum

TZVP triple-zeta valence and polarization
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XPS X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy

ECl
- Relative electronic affinity of MAO for chloride ligand

EMe
- Relative electronic affinity of MAO for methyl ligand
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1 General Literature Part

1.1 Introduction

Olefin polymerization by transition metal catalyst dates back to discovery of transition metal
halides such as TiCl4, TiCl3, Zrcl4 in combination with aluminum compounds by Ziegler and
Natta, [1], [2] who  shared  a  Nobel  Prize  in  1963  for  their  work.  Ziegler-Natta  catalysts  were
classified into two categories on the base of physical state rather than catalytic mechanism.
Heterogeneous TiCl3 catalyst supported on anhydrous MgCl2 surface was found very successful
in  polymerization  because  it  eliminates  the  possible  steps  related  to  catalyst  removal  from
product and solvent purification. These features not only enhance the catalytic efficiency but also
make it economically favorable. Breslow and co-workers [3] exposed homogenous catalyst which
did not draw extensive interest for over 20 years because of low catalytic activity, short kinetic
life time and deficient in stereospecific control. However, recent homogenous metallocene
catalysts including MAO co-catalyst boost the scientific and industrial interest. [4]

Metallocene catalysts used in olefin polymerization, is the most emerging application of
organometallic chemistry in industrial development. Titanocene dichloride in combination with
aluminum alkyl chlorides were mostly used for ethene polymerization in early days since 1957
with a low catalytic activity, short kinetic life time and lack of stereospecific control. In order to
find alternative catalytic precursors to replace TiCl2 catalyst, analogous research was conducted
by Breslow and Newburg [3] on zirconocene chloride including alkyl aluminum compounds.
There was no significant improvement with these catalysts. However Sinn and Kaminsky [5]

discovered that the activating effect was highly increased by small addition of water to
zirconocene catalytic system. [6]

Metallocene catalysts are widely used for olefin polymerization and organic synthesis.
Zirconocene catalysts are generally used in a combination with alkylaluminium compounds.
Monoalkyl zirconocenium cations are considered as active catalysts for olefin polymerization
which are generated by the addition of co-catalysts such as borates, boranes or
methylaluminoxane (MAO). [7] Discovery of homogeneous single site metallocene catalyst
stimulated new research area in olefin polymerization. Metallocene catalyst provides efficient
control of stereochemistry of polymers and co-monomer combination while there is need of
additional steps to separate metal residue from polymer.  Efficiency of metallocene catalysts is
further enhanced by using different co-catalysts. [8], [9]

In early days, free-radical initiators, Phillips type catalysts and Ziegler-Natta catalysts were used
for polyolefins preparation but nowadays homogeneous catalysts derived from metallocene
complexes are mostly used for ole n polymerization due to their stereoselectivity, high activity
and the narrow molecular weight distribution. The catalytic system works very slowly in the
absence of aluminum compounds, however addition of water to aluminum containing catalysts,
enhance the catalytic activity because hydrolysis of aluminum compounds involves the formation
of aluminoxane MAO co-catalyst.[10], [11] Chemical functionality of MAO co-catalyst is not well
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understood due to deficient structure determination of MAO. In order to understand the nature
and chemical mechanism of catalyst, it is necessary to understand the MAO structure. However
theoretical studies are being carried out to investigate MAO structure and its functionality. [12]

1.2 Catalyst components

Catalyst components in olefin polymerization are; metallocene, aluminum compounds and
solvent systems.

1.2.1 Metallocenes

Metallocenes (LL´MtX2 ) are transition metals from group four of periodic table with d0

electronic configuration. L, L´ represents the  ligands while X2 for two  ligands. Metallocenes
exist  in  different  structural  form  due  to  change  in  ligands.  Different   substituent  ligands  are
responsible for the change in symmetry. General structure of metallocene is represented in
Figure 1 along with plane angles.  and E in Figure 1 represent the bite angle and bridge angles
respectively. Bridge angles determine the rigidity of the structure. Different possible structures
due to different  ligands are represented in Table 1.

Figure 1. General structure of metallocene [13]

Metallocenes initiator systems were studied intensively rather than traditional Ziegler-Natta
initiators because metallocene precursors provide better understanding about iso-selectivity of
the products. Many metallocenes accelerate polymerization 100 fold faster than conventional
heterogonous catalytic precursors because of homogenous phase, active role of each transition
metal atom and formation of variety of polymers. In particular, zirconocenes offer some
practical advantages like stability at conventional polymerization temperatures, low relative cost
of materials, and high catalytic activities. [13], [14]

1.2.2 Co-catalysts

Cationic palladium complexes [Pd(NCR)4]2+2X  were  found to  be  active  without  a  co-catalyst.

However most of metallic complexes require co-catalyst for proper activation essential for olefin
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polymerization.  Mostly MAO is used as co-catalyst, followed by other alternative co catalysts

such as per uorinated boranes. Methylaluminoxane has shown great capability in formation of

active  metallocene  site  by  abstracting  chloride  ligands  (  ligands)  and  active  site  is  further

stabilized

Table 1. Zirconocene with respective bond angle [14]

Zirconocene

129,0 53,5 88,8

116,6 71,4 14,2 99,8 86,0

117,4 72,4 14,5 101,4 84,8

118,1 70,9 14,4 99,7 85,0

126,9 62,1 84,6

125,3 59,9 85,8

127,8 61,8 16,3 94,6 84,8

118,3 75,1 12,5 100,1 83,0
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stabilized by the formation of stable MAO counter anion. [11] Yang et al. [8] and Ewen et al. [9]

observed that tris(perfluoroaryl)borane was also capable of activating a catalyst. The
per uorinated boranes were employed alone or along with the combination of aluminoxane.
Here some examples of per uorinated boranes are given used as co-catalyst such as
tris(penta uorophenyl) borane, B(C6F5)3 and trityltetrakispenta uorophenyl)borate,
Ph3C+B(C6F5)4 , boron tri uoride/etherate, BF3·Et2O. Nonper uorinated boranes co-catalyst
like triphenylborane B(C6H5)3 were also reported. [15]

Figure 2. Alternative hetero compounds for modified co-catalyst [11]

Sterically crowded perfluoroarylaluminum derivatives i.e. Al (C6F5)3 and [Ph3C]+ [Al(C6F5)4] also
impart effective role in metallocene activation. Trityl salts [Ph3C]+[Al(OC6F5)4] is an effective co-
catalyst for Cp2ZrMe2. Different co-catalytic systems were synthesized by treating aluminum
compounds with other compounds containing hetero atoms like nitrogen or oxygen. These new
modified aluminum alkyl and aluminoxane co-catalysts revealed good co catalytic ability toward
metallocene precursors. Figure 2 represent new reacting compounds for preparing alternative co-
catalysts. [16], [17], [18]

1.2.3 Solvent/carriers

Aluminoxanes are mostly soluble to aromatic organic compounds. Mostly toluene and benzene
solvents are used.
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1.3 Polymerization process

Olefin polymerization involves the following steps;

1.3.1 Activation

Metallocene alkyl cation is considered as an active centre in olefin polymerization. Activation
proceeds by the reaction of metallocene with co-catalyst which forms a highly reactive cationic
metallic centre as given in scheme 1. Methylaluminoxane is used as co-catalyst to activate the
catalytic zirconocenes. In the first step, alkylation of metallocene take place in which aluminum
atom abstracts one of the halide atoms from zirconocene, while the next step involves the
formation of cationic metal centre, acting as activated catalyst. [14]

Scheme 1. Activation mechanism of metallocene [25]

1.3.2 Polymerization mechanism

Olefin polymerization takes place through insertion mechanism. The incoming monomer
coordinated to vacant side of metal. For Insertion mechanism there should be present vacant
active site on active metal centre for incoming monomer coordination and this process further
continues through chain migration. Cossee proposed a two step insertion mechanism as in case 1
(Figure  3).  Initially  olefin  approaches  to  the  vacant  site  on  active  metal  centre  and  finally
migration of olefin chain take place. Green and Rooney also described two step polymerization
mechanism based on oxidative addition of hydrogen to metal centre, forming the four centre
metallacycle and in second step reductive elimination cause the final product. However Green
and Rooney mechanism failed due to unsatisfactory explanation to the cations with d0 and  d14

electronic configuration because these systems have no available electrons for oxidative addition
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of hydrogen. Mechanisms (3 and 4 in fig. 3) are modified versions of Green-Rooney mechanism
which also present the agostic interaction within four centre transition state. [14]

Figure 3. Possible mechanisms of olefin polymerization [14]

1.4 Stereochemistry

Metallocene catalysts provide a good control of polymer microstructure and its related properties
owing to catalyst structure. The configuration of the catalyst determines the stereoselectivity of
monomer insertion which is directly link to stereochemistry of the polymer. Ewen et al.[19], [20] and
Kaminsky et al.[21] reported series of stereo selective metallocenes structures to describe the
stereochemistry of polymers. Figure 4 describe the influence of metallocene structure on
polymer stereochemistry.

Metallocene active species contain two alternative active sites. Metallocene complexes possessing
two nonselective sites produce mainly atactic polypropene. The last inserted monomer unit
changes the nature of the corresponding site. Number of polymer microstructures directly
related  to  the  number  of  active  sites.  In  Figure  4,  C2v achiral metallocene has two possible
alternate positions for olefin insertion. It can produce atactic polymer (random insertion) while
C2 symmertic ansa metallocenes produce isotactic polymer by enantiomorphic control
mechanism. Cs prochiral metallocene has two coordination sites with enantiotopic nature which
forms syndiotactic polymer chain. C1 chiral and Cs achiral metallocenes in Figure 4 have two
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Scheme 2. Ewen’s Symmetry Rules (E = enantioselective site, A = nonselective site) [22], [23]
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diastereotopic coordination sites; have ability to form hemiisotactic polymer chain rather than
syndiotactic polymers. [22], [23]

1.5 Methylaluminoxane as Co-catalyst

MAO is amorphous white color powder or glassy form in toluene. It is highly pyrophoric and
highly reactive for acidic proton carrying chemicals. The degree of oligomerization generally
varies from 5-30 and molecular weight range is 250-1700. MAO exists in mixture form with
TMA and offer difficulties in separating TMA from MAO.

MAO co-catalyst activity toward metallocenes was found to be higher than alternative
aluminoxane cocatalytic systems such as ethylaluminoxane (EAO) and isobutylaluminoxane
(IBAO). Large excess amount of MAO is applied for higher yield of polymers. However
previous research give varying aluminum /transition metal ratios from 1000 to 50000 even with
lower ratios. Experimental results revealed that that the rate of polymerization decreases as the
TMA/MAO ration increases. Experimental evidence revealed its role as an alkylating agent and
an impurity scavenger, formation of active sites and the prevention of their deactivation by
bimolecular processes. [24]

Aluminoxane co-catalyst also imparts several drawbacks such as higher Al/Mt ratios are required
to achieve good catalytic activities, relatively expensive reagent, structurally ill defined, variation
in composition related to method of preparation, and a solution instability that increases with
time. [15], [16] High cost and quantity required for polymerization compel the research to find some
alternative co-catalyst rather than aluminoxane with a comparative activating ability. [17] Higher
alkylalumoxanes (HAO) and tetraalkylalumoxanes (TAAO) have been reported in some cases as
much more effective co-catalysts compared to MAO. However both commercial HAO and
TAAO are not cheaper than MAO. [18]

It is desirable to explore some isobutyl analogues with less bulky substituents which are
synthesized from relatively cheaper tri-isobutylaluminum. One of the most promising model of
isobutyl related class is isobutylaluminoxane cage structure which contains both bridging hydride
and  three-coordinate  aluminum  sites.  Hydrolysis  of  tri-tert-butylaluminum produces cage-type
structures with four-coordinate aluminum sites. Cages consisting of six, seven, eight, and nine
aluminums have also been structurally characterized by Wu et al. [19] Isobutylaluminoxane
containing ring and ladder motifs are also successfully synthesized form (2,4,6-tri-
tertbutylbenzene-AlH2)2.
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2 Specific Literature Part

2.1 Structures of MAO

Methylaluminoxane (MAO) is considered as the best co-catalyst for  olefin polymerization.
However, knowledge of real MAO structure, its reaction sites and its participation to the
activation process is still unveiled. Many theoretical and experimental efforts are being done to
expose the structure of MAO. The general formula of MAO complex is [–Al(CH3)O–]n with n =
6–20. [25] The preliminary studies suggest the linear and cyclic structures with highly Lewis acidic
tri-coordinated Al sites (Figure 1). Further studies favor the tetra-coordinated aluminum atoms
present  in  cage  and  nano  tubular  structures  based  on  crystal  structure  of  [Al7O6Me16]- anion
demonstrated by Atwood et al. [26], [27], [28]

Figure 1. Linear and cyclic structures of MAO with tri-coordinated Al atoms [28]

Barron et al. [29], [30] characterized the MAO structures by substituting the methyl groups with
bulkier tert-butyl groups. The synthesized structures confirm the three dimensional nature of
MAO cage structures which are formed by tetra coordinated aluminum atoms bridged with tri-
coordinated oxygen atoms. Sinn [32] described the formation of cluster cage structures by
aggregation of Al4O3Me6 trimers which were first proposed by Barron. [33] However potential
models of MAO described by Hall [34], Ziegler [35] and Linnolahti [36], [37] are  independent  from
Al4O3Me6 trimer. Ladder type structures are formed by aggregation of DMAH (Me2AlOH)n

(n=2, 3, ...) by trans-annular CH4 elimination while cage structures (MeAlO)n are produced by
reaction between the termini of ladder-type species. On the other hand, nanotubular structures
are formed by coupling of cyclic oligomers (Me2AlOH)n with CH4 elimination. Intramolecular
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elimination of CH4 supports the growth of aggregates in Hall and Linnolahti MAO models.
Figure 2 represents the MAO compounds studied by different researchers.

Monomer                      Dimer                          Trimer                     Cluster by Barron and Sinn

Ladder and Cage structures                                   Cyclic Oligomers and TMA capped nanotube

by group of Ziegler and Hall                                                             by Linnolahti et al.

Figure 2. Purposed MAO models studied by Barron, Pasynkiewicz, Sinn, Ziegler, Hall, and Linnolathi [38]

2.2 Quantum Chemical studies on MAO

2.2.1 MAO models with three coordinated Al atoms

Systematic quantum chemical study was performed on three coordinated linear and cyclic MAO
elementary fragments up to n=4 where n is degree of oligomerisation. Luhtanen et al. [25]

differentiated the MAOs on the base of their short Al-O distances due to  bond interaction
between aluminum and oxygen. In addition to  bonding, short bond length of Al-O is also
associated  to  strong  cationic  character  of  tri-coordinated  aluminum  centre.  It  is  also  observed
that   bonding  is  directly  influenced  by  the  presence  of  electron  withdrawing  substituents  on
aluminum atom. Al-O-Al linear bonds in open chain MAO structures is due to  bonding which
is observed in the following structures (Fig. 3). In cyclic three-coordinated aluminum MAOs, Al-
O bond distances are reduced with increase of number of elementary fragments (n). Relative
stabilities of MAO structures were estimated in reference to TMA. Relative stability of open
chain structures was found independent of n values while relative stability of cyclic structures is
enhanced with size of ring. Higher relative stability of larger rings is associated to the less ring
strains and it favors the formation of  interactions.
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Figure. 3 Optimized Structures of Linear and Cyclic MAO elementary Fragments (n=4). Hydrogen atoms are omitted
for clarity.  [25]

Yamasaki [39] carried out ab initio calculations to study the Lewis acidity of different two and three
coordinated Al-sites of MAO. Lewis acidity was determined in term of binding energies of
chloride anions to the Al- site. Chloride ligand bonded to Al site either by  bond or by bridged
 bonds. It was reported that the oxo-bridged tri-coordinated Al- sites which have ability to form

bridged structure with chloride ligand are generally more favorable than - coordinated chloride
ligand. Acidic character of hexagonal ring Al- site is slightly increased with addition of further Al
atoms. Further results suggest MAO-Cl- anion should contribute approximately 100 kJ/mol
energy to cationic centre for thermal stability of complex.

2.2.2 MAO models with four coordinated Al atoms

Experimental and theoretical studies reveal that Al atoms with four bonds are more stable than
trigonal structures. Dative bonds between O Al atoms give rise to the formation of three
dimensional cage structures of MAO. Ystenes et al. [40] have evaluated the three dimensional cage
structures of MAO (AlCH3O)9 based on IR spectroscopic and DFT calculations. This MAO
model comprised of four and six member rings.

Figure 4. cage structure of MAO with (AlCH3O)9 formula; purposed by Belellie et al. [42]
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Hexagonal rings formed the upper and bottom part of the cage structure with a regular C3h

symmetry. [41] Ivan and Valdimir [43] have applied DFT approach to identify the real MAO cage
structures with oligomerization degree n= 4-15. They found that MAO cage structures with n >
6 are thermodynamically and electronically promising models. The composition of these cage
MAO were found to be good agreement with the NMR spectroscopic data in which Al atoms
are bonded to oxygen atoms. The calculated triple layer cage structure with n=12 has penta and
tetra-coordinated Al atoms which are present in inner and outer layer of the cage structure
respectively  as  shown  in  Figure  5.  These  MAO  were  consistent  with  the  Barron´s  triple  layer
cage structures in which all the Al atoms are tetra-coordinated.

Figure 5. Triple layer Cage structure (AlMeO)12. Al2-O2 bonds are equivalent in a while non-equivalent in (b). Methyl

groups of MAO are omitted for clarity [43]

In  above  structure  all  the  three  coordinated  oxygen  atoms  form  the  dative  bonds  with  tetra-
coordinated aluminium atoms. It means each oxygen atom is bonded to three (CH3-Al) groups
and vice versa. These classic models were identical to the experimentally verified tert-
butyaluminoxane cage structures. [41] Later on Earley [27] has performed DFT calculations on cyclic
and cage MAO models which are in agreement with the previous work. DFT calculations favor
the formation of cage structures composed of tetra-coordinated aluminum atoms, whose IR
spectrum was found to be in agreement with the previous experimental data.

2.2.3 Nano-tubular MAO Models

Nano-tubular MAO structures were also proposed which are thermodynamically more stable
than reference cage structure Al28O28H28.  Hydrolysis  of  TMA  gives  a  variety  of  MAO
nanotubular structures which named after the arrangement of carbon nanotubes (Fig. 6).
Armchair (2,2) dodecamer (Al16O12Me24) appears to be a possible structural feature of real MAO
with two active sites present at tube ends. The bridging pentavalent carbon bond (Al-C) breaks
to  form  the  active  tri-coordinated  Al  site  which  has  shown  the  ability  to  abstract  the  methyl
ligand from metallocene. Recent theoretical investigation suggests that nano-tubular MAOs
might be the active species for olefin polymerization. [36], [37]
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Figure 6. Optimized structures of the favored [AlO(H)]n nanotubes of infinite length for each family: armchair (3,3)
(top), zigzag (4,0) (middle), and chiral (4,1) (bottom) [37]

2.3 True and Classic MAO Structures

MAO structures are classified into two groups on the basis of chemical composition which is
often referred to Al:CH3:O ratio.  “True” MAO structures have Al:CH3 :O = 1:  1.5 :  0.75 ratio
while “Classic” models have Al :CH3 :O = 1:1: 1 ratios. There is contradiction present among
experimental and theoretical results regarding actual composition of MAO. 1.4 to 1.5 ratios are
most abundant among scientific literature however values beyond the above limits are also
found. [10], [44] Ivan and Valdimir [43] described the reversible process of formation of true and
classic MAO structures.TMA molecule reacts with the most reactive Al2-O2 site in classic MAO
through concerted mechanism. During chemical reaction, TMA cleaves the Al2-O2 bond in
MAO molecule by transferring the methyl group of TMA to Al2 while Al(CH3)2 forms bond with
O2 atom. The calculated structures of true MAO are consisted with the previous described MAO
structures by Sinn et al. [32] Figure 7 represents the exothermic reaction between TMA (2,  3,  4)
and MAO with n = 6, 9, 12 respectively.
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                  Classic MAO (1:1:1)            True MAO (1:1,5:0,75)

Figure 7. Reversible reaction of Classic and True MAO along with Al:CH3:O ratio (methyl groups of
MAO in outer layers are omitted for clarity) [43]

2.4 TMA-MAO Interaction

Commercial solution of MAO exists as combination of MAO oligomers and TMA. It has been
considered that high TMA contents improve the co-catalytic activity of MAO by enhancing the
life time of MAO however it depress the molecular weight of polymer to a large extant. [44]

Previous literature studies show that there exist a dynamic equilibrium between TMA and MAO.
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[45], [46] In this regard, Zurek et al. [47], [28] have investigated the dynamic equilibrium of (AlOCH3)n

oligomers which consists of TMA and MAO components. In this study, bonding nature of TMA
to MAO and respective TMA/MAO ratios were evaluated. This was done by adding TMA
molecules  to  MAO.  It  was  found  that  TMA  bonds  to  O  atoms  by  breaking  a  strained  acidic
bond. AlMe2 group bonded to O and one methyl group is transferred to corresponding Al atom.
Theoretical results suggested the lower TMA contents present in MAO oligomers. The addition
of more than one TMA molecules energetically destabilized the cage structures. Moreover TMA
contents were increased at higher temperatures which indicate that smaller structures are
entropically more stable. The resultant pure MAO structures were in agreement with the
Barron´s structures. [30] The stability of these structures was described in term of binding nature
of MAO constituent atoms. Four types of binding environments were reported with in cage
structures based on hexagonal (H) and square rings (S). Stability of these MAO structures
depends on type and boding nature of atoms and stability order was found as 3H > 2H + S > 2S
+ H > 3S.

Eilertsen et al. [48] investigated the interaction between TMA and MAO. It was thought that there
exist  a  dynamic  equilibrium between  TMA and MAO molecules  and  further  addition  of  TMA
cause to dissociate the MAO structures into small fragments. FTIR spectroscopic studies were
carried out to investigate the effect  of temperature and further addition of free TMA to MAO
solutions.  IR  spectra  of  free  and  MAO  with  5%  TMA  addition  up  to  50%  were  illustrated  in
Figure 8. On the base of experimental results it was concluded that there is no interaction or
dynamic equilibrium present between TMA and MAO molecules. The co-catalytic activity of
TMA depleted -MAO was tested with Cp2ZrCl2 pre-catalyst which gave the similar results to the
commercial MAO solution.

TMA-MAO interaction  was  also  analyzed  by  mass  spectrometry  in  which  MAO samples  were
heated at 50 C to 450 C and gaseous product was formed. Characterization of gaseous product
was done by mass-spectrometric (MS) method which reveals the formation of methane gas.
During cooling process, condensed material was obtained formed on the cell wall which was
analyzed by proton NMR method which indicates the release of TMA from MAO on heating.
High  temperature  causes  to  dissociate  MAO  through  protolysis  reaction  and  facilitates  the
transformation of true MAO to real MAO which is supported by the change in CH3/Al ratio
from 1.6 to 0.9. [41]

2.5 MAO supported on Silica

MAO characterization can be amplified in solid form. This idea led to the development of
supported homogenous metallocene catalyst which is an active area of research nowadays.
Homogenous metallocene catalyst solution is suitable for high pressure manufacturing plants but
this does not work well for gas or slurry phase processes.  Hybrid sol-gel, silica or alumina
supported homogeneous metallocene catalysts are employed in gas and slurry phase
polymerization reactors for better yield. However immobilization of catalytic components on
supported surfaces lowers the catalyst activity. Incomplete activation of the catalyst, limited
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monomer diffusion to growing polymer chain is responsible for lower yield of polyolefin. The
percentage yield can be enhanced by pre-contacting MAO-zirconocene which forms the
activated species before immobilization on silica and this system shows higher catalytic activity.
[45], [46], [49]

Figure 8. IR spectrum of TMA-depleted MAO-top and the same solution after repeated additions of TMA (Left).
TMA components in TMA–MAO mixtures. a. TMA only. b. changes in spectra when TMA is added to TMA-
depleted MAO. c. Component removed by drying (Right). The toluene spectrum has been subtracted. The region around
700cm-1 has been removed because of noise. [48]

Eilertsen et al. [48] utilized different instrumental techniques to characterize the immobilized MAO
structure, its bonding with silica and co-catalytic activity. MAO toluene solution with 0.5–20.0
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wt.% Al/SiO2 ratio was employed to modify the silica surface. Inductively-coupled plasma-
optical  emission  spectroscopy  (ICP-OES)  indicates  that  Al  atoms  are  not  directly  bonded  to
silica surface.

X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) was applied to evaluate the surface constituent atoms
of catalyst e.g. Si, O, C and Al and their characteristic binding to surface. Atomic concentration
over modified silica surface was determined in term of Al/Zr ratio which decreases as a function
of surface depth. XPS spectrum of MAO-supported silica is illustrated in Figure 9. Al contents
over silica surface are increased as the MAO concentration is raised in impregnation solutions.

Figure 9. XPS spectrum of MAO/SiO2 (4.0 wt.% Al/SiO2) [46]

Silicon and aluminum 2p core level spectra of silica supported MAO was illustrated in Figure 10.
Two peaks were observed in silicon 2p core spectrum (left) at binding energy (BE) of 103.3 eV
and 101.1 eV.  Major absorption peak (103.3 eV) indicates the bulk silica atoms while lower
broad  peak  (101.1  eV)  is  associated  to  surface  Si  atoms.  Lowering  of  BE  of  Si  atoms  is
proportional  to  the  reduction  of  electron  density  of  silica  surface  atoms  due  to  increase  of  Al
contents. The noise peaks in both spectra correspond to heterogeneity of the surface
composition due to MAO concentration.  First two Al 2p core level spectra (a,b) represents the
unsaturated surfaces with MAO while broad peak (c) is observed with MAO saturated surface.
Low BE curve represents exposed Al species at outer surface regarded as active atomic sites in
polymerization.
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Figure 10. 2p core level spectra of Si (left) (a) SiO2; (b) 0.5 wt.% Al/SiO2; (c) 20.0 wt.% Al/SiO2. and Al (right)
(a) 0.5 wt.% Al/SiO2; (b) 4.0 wt.% Al/SiO2; (c) 10.0 wt.% Al/SiO2.for MAO/SiO2 supported system. The line
with a visible noise component is the experimental raw data [46]

Silica supported MAO surfaces are analyzed by UV–VIS spectrometer within 200–560 nm UV
range (Figure 11). Sharp absorption band is observed at 271 nm with a shoulder at 289 nm for
0.5 wt.% Al/SiO2. Higher concentration of MAO produces two intense bands at 269 and 286
nm which are associated to rise in Al contents. These results match with the absorption
spectrum of MAO in benzene solution at 286 nm taken at room temperature. [50] The
bathochromic shift is associated to the interaction of Al and non-bonding electrons of bridged
oxygen atoms. This phenomenon of decrease in electron density is also in agreement with the
low BE signal in XPS spectra for higher Al contents.
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Figure 11. UV–VIS spectra of MAO-modified silica at room temperature: (a) 0.5 wt.% Al/SiO2; (b) 10.0 wt.%
Al/SiO2; (c) 20.0 wt.% Al/SiO2. [46]

Figure 12. DRIFTS spectra of MAO-modified silica measured at 40 C: (a) 0.5 wt.% Al/SiO2; (b) 2.0 wt.%
Al/SiO2; (c) 10.0 wt.% Al/SiO2; (d) 15.0 wt.% Al/SiO2. [46]

MAO absorbed silica surfaces are analyzed by diffuse reflectance infrared spectroscopy
(DRIFTS) and corresponding spectrum and absorption bands are shown in Figure 12. Silanol
molecules give a sharp band (3746 cm 1) in presence of low amount of MAO and disappear at
higher concentration. This suggests the interaction of TMA and OH, producing complex species
which enhance the heterogeneity of surface. The complex species compose of Al-CH3 and  Si-

Absorption band Wavenumber (cm-1)

H4OSi (Silanol) 3746

CH3 (MAO) a 3050-2810

CH3 (MAO) s 2950-2750

Al-CH3 2940, 2900, 2830

Si-CH3 2960, 2900

MAO content 2840

Intraglobular OH 3650-3200
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CH3 groups which give three and two absorptions bands respectively in C-H region of IR
spectrum. Silanol also reacts with MAO which produces Si-CH3 at  2960 cm-1. Terminal methyl
groups of MAO are sensitive to intermolecular interactions and their absorptions peaks are
observed in 3000-2800 cm-1 range. Increase in MAO contents broad the absorption spectrum
which is associated to the heterogeneity of surface composition. Absorption bands at 3395 and
3240 cm-1 are resulting from intraglobular OH groups and absorption band intensity is
decreased due to intramolecular interaction of OH with oxygen of MAO molecules.
Consumption of silanol OH group leads to higher catalytic activity of supported system.

Figure 13. SEM photographs of MAO-modified silica (left) and element distribution map of Al by EPMA in the
resulting solids (right): 4.0 wt.% Al/SiO2 (bottom); 15.0 wt.% Al/SiO2 (top). [46]

SEM diagrams (Fig. 13) of saturated and unsaturated MAO-modified silica show irregular
distribution of fine particles over silica surface. Spatial distribution of metal atoms was evaluated
by electron probe microanalysis EPMA. Bright area of EPMA photograph indicates the finely
divided aluminum atoms.

Pol et al. [45] have investigated the interaction of supported metallocene and MAO by using FT-
Raman spectroscopy. Vibrational spectroscopic information of breakage of Zr_/Cl and Zr_/Me
bonds  in  metallocene  can  give  the  insight  of  formation  of  cationic  centre  by  MAO.  The
experimental spectrum was calibrated with the help of ab initio calculations of vibrational
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spectrum. The neutral dimethyl complex and cationic centre gave the spectral lines in 420-470
cm-1 region

2.6 Function of MAO

The key roles of MAO as cocatalyst are; (1) alkylation of a metallocene precursor like Cp2ZrCl2,
(2) generation of a cationic zirconocene complex by abstracting chloride (3) stabilization of
cationic complexes acting as counterion (4) re-activation of deactivated sites (5) water and
oxygen milieu scavenger. The co-catalyst activation reactions with metallocene to form activated
catalytic centre are given as

Cp2ZrCl2 +MAO–CH3  Cp2ZrClCH3 +MAO–Cl (1)
Cp2ZrClCH3 +MAO  Cp2ZrCH3

++ ···MAOCl (active site) (2)
Cp2ZrCl2 + 2MAO–CH3  Cp2ZrCH3

+ +···MAOCH3Cl (active site) +MAO–Cl (3)
Cp2ZrCH3

+ +MAOCl  Cp2ZrCH3
+···MAOCH3Cl (active site) (4)

Equation (1) involves the alkylation reaction of dichloride zirconocene, which forms methyl
chloride zirconocene precursor and MAO-chloride complex. The second step involves the
formation of active centre by the breakage of chloride ligand from metal atom. The chloride
anion is shifted to MAO due to the Lewis acidic character of MAO. Cp2ZrCH3

+ and  MAO–
CH3Cl  ions are produced by this reaction. Equation three represents the overall reaction while
equation four describes the stability of ionic reactants rather than isolated ionic components.
Theoretical investigations predict that MAO–CH3Cl  co-catalyst anion produce steric constrain
and charge distribution in the metallocene cation.[28], [41], [46]

2.7 Characterization of MAO

Several experimental techniques are employed to solve the MAO structure. Although NMR
spectroscopy is considered as a sophisticated technique for chemical characterization however
disproportionation reactions and dynamic equilibrium of MAO solution are the failures of NMR
analysis. However NMR along with other spectroscopic methods has been applied to investigate
the size range of MAO oligomers and reaction mechanism. Moreover, X-rays diffraction does
not work well due to difficulties in preparing isolated crystal samples. [28] [47] Higher reactivity of
MAOs was  due  to  presence  of  2-3  acidic  sites  which  are  incorporated  in  oligomerization.  The
existence of dynamic equilibrium among MAO oligomers do not allow crystallization for x-rays
analysis. [46] First crystallographic evidence about tetra-coordinated aluminum atoms was
demonstrated by Atwood et al. [26] in 1983. Later on three dimensional MAO cages were further
evaluated by Mason et al. [29] in relation to open cage structures of iminolanes.
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2.7.1 NMR Spectroscopy

Ueyama et al. [51] characterized the dialkylaluminum oxides which were prepared by hydrolysis of
TMA. It was found that methyl protons of [-O-Al(CH3)-]n give a broad band at -3.35 ppm. The
broadening of MAO spectrum is associated to coexistence of linear and cyclic structures. Imhoff
et al. [52] have reported a rapid and accurate approach to characterize and estimate the product
quality by measuring the residual amount of TMA in given solution of MAO. TMA and MAO
peaks were resolved by adding excess amount of THF-d8. Proton NMR spectra of MAO in
toluene is shown in Figure 14. Residual amount of TMA can provide structural insight of MAO
and number of methyl groups per aluminum atoms which is related to the molecular formula of
MAO. This approach also limits the number of possible structures.

Figure 14. Proton NMR spectra of 30% MAO in toluene (400 MHz; 0.5 to -1.5 ppm). (a) Sample diluted in
perdeuteriobenzene only. (b)Sample diluted in THF-d8. (c) Base line correction of b by curve fitting [52]

Fig.  14a  represents  the  broad  and  featureless  MAO  peak.   The  TMA  peak  (-0.37  ppm)  is
superimposed on MAO peak (0.5 to -0.7 ppm). Approximately four volume of THF-d8 has been
added to same sample which cause slight upfield shift to MAO peak and TMA-MAO peaks are
resolved at -1.08 and -0.3 to 1.3 ppm respectively (b) and Figure c shows the baseline correction
of  MAO  on  both  side  of  TMA.  The  small  peak  at  -0.8  ppm  corresponds  to  low-molecular
weight species or end group from the MAO. 1H-NMR is a powerful tool to investigate the MAO
quality during manufacturing process to final product.
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Giannetti et al. [53] have reported the sharp resonance peak for TMA at -7.28 ppm while intense
and broad peak for MAO at -6.55 ppm. Broadening and down-field shift of methyl carbon is in
accordance with quadrupolar coupling with Al nucleus and inductive effect of oxygen atom
respectively.

Figure 15. 13C-NMR spectrum of MAO in benzene-d6
[53]

Al atoms in MAO are considered as active site for co-catalytic activity and that´s why 27Al NMR
analysis has been performed by many researchers in different times. T. Sugano et al. [54] have
investigated the several MAO models by 27Al NMR spectroscopy. Methylalumoxane (MAO) and
ethylalumoxane (EAO) broad peaks were observed at approximately 152 ppm with line widths at
1400 Hz and 2320 Hz respectively.

Figure 16. 27Al-NMR spectrum of aluminoxanes [54]
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27Al  NMR  spectra  revealed  the  tetra-coordinated  nature  of  aluminium  atoms  which  can  freely
move in toluene solution however chemical shift values of aluminium atoms in
isobutylalumoxane (PBAO) are 66 ppm/570 Hz and 78 ppm/9960 Hz which is quite different
from MAO case.  This data suggests the different coordination structure of aluminium atom in
isobutylalumoxane (PBAO) than MAO and EAO.

NMR spectroscopic evaluation suggested the dynamic structure of MAO and TMA. It was
found  quite  difficult  to  separate  TMA  from  MAO.  The  experimental  results  were  also  to  be
found in agreement the theoretical efforts.

2.7.2 IR Spectroscopy

Giannetti et al. [53] have also investigated MAO structures by IR spectroscopy. Their experimental
data revealed that IR spectrum of [-O-Al(CH3)-]n had intense absorption region around 800 cm-1

due to Al-O-Al stretching vibrations.

IR spectrum of MAO dried sample at 50 0C have been reported by Panchenko et al. [41] (Fig.17)
which was obtained by diffusion reflection mode (DRIFT) spectroscopy. The low-frequency
region A represents the characteristic stretching vibrations of Al-O bonds ranging from 870 to
950 cm-1. IR spectrum peaks at 1220 and 1250 cm 1 correspond to umbrellas vibrations of
CH3-groups.

Figure 17. DRIFT-spectrum of solid MAO sample heated in vacuum at 50 C [41]

Toluene also gives characteristics absorption bands of aromatic ring at 1495 and 1605 cm-1 (B).
MAO sample dried over 50 0C temperature is unable to produce toluene characteristic peaks. C-
H stretching vibrations of CH3 groups are observed at 2700-3000 cm-1 absorption frequencies.
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Four characteristic bands exhibit the presence of terminal and bridged methyl groups in MAO
structure in which bridged methyl molecules are responsible for higher reactivity of MAO than
terminal methyl molecules.

Figure 18. IR-spectrum of toluene solutions: (1) TMA (0.23 M); (2) MAO (1.42 M) [41]

IR spectrum of TMA and MAO in toluene solution was also reported (Figure. 18). Broad
absorption band at 3535 cm-1 demonstrate the mix stretching vibrations of hydrogen bonded –
OH and CH3 groups in MAO sample while 3443, 3640 peaks for stretching vibrations of –CH3

group in TMA solution. Relative intensity of MAO sample band at 3535 cm-1is higher than 3548
cm-1 band in TMA. [41]

2.8 Summary

The brief review of the most recent experimental and theoretical data was studied to
demonstrate the structure, function and co-catalytic activity of methylaluminoxane. Main idea of
current survey is to understand the structural features of MAO and successful application of
metallocene catalytic system in polymer industry. Various experimental techniques i.e. NMR, IR,
UV-VIS, diffusion reflection mode (DRIFT), X-ray photoelectron (XPS) spectroscopy, X-rays,
SEM and inductively coupled plasma-optical microscopic were employed to evolve the structure
and activation mechanism of MAO to olefin polymerization. Anyhow none of the techniques
works ideally. Nano-tubular and cage structures composed of tri- and tetra-coordinated
aluminum atoms were purposed by the most researchers. Experimental results suggest the TMA
is a key component of MAO which has ability to control the MAO structural stability and co-
catalytic activity. However, contradiction exists regarding equilibrium structure of TMA and
MAO.  Actual  structure  of  MAO is  still  a  mystery  which  could  be  finding  out  by  applying  fast
and accurate computational approach in conjunction with the experimental techniques.
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3 Experimental Part

3.1 Introduction

Present computational work was devoted to investigate the affinity of neutral methyl
aluminoxane (MAO) to form chloride/methyl anions relative to chloride/methyl
trimethylaluminum. Lower negative electronic energies EX

- of chloride/methyl aluminoxane
anions than chloride/methyl trimethylaluminum anion are associated with higher affinities.
Different structural motifs of anionic aluminoxane were also investigated which act as a potential
co-catalyst for olefin polymerization. Theoretical results are further evaluated by electrostatic
potential surfaces (ESP). Chloride/methyl MAO anions with delocalized negative charge are
relatively more important than the localized ones. Uniform charge distribution over the surface
can be associated with higher stability of anionic aluminoxane.

Optimized structures of MAO are classified into five groups based on degree of oligomerization.
Extent  of  degree  of  oligomerization  is  described  in  term  of  number  of  oxygen  and  TMA
molecules, denoted by n and m respectively. Active sites of MAO are identified by docking
aluminum atoms with chloride/methyl anions. Further, stabilities of neutral MAO and anionic
MAO structures are discussed in term of E.

Research  work  was  carried  out  to  explore  the  ligand  affinity  as  well  as  co-catalytic  activity  of
MAO to metallocene pre-catalyst activation for olefin polymerization. Systematic approach was
applied to first products of TMA hydrolysis to find the following objectives;

To  evaluate  the  feasibility  of  the  activation  step  efficiently  as  a  function  of  the  MAO
structure  in  terms  of  ligand  affinities  which  is  directly  associated  to  the  co-catalytic
activity of MAO to metallocene pre-catalyst.
Systematic study of of a wide variety of different MAOs produced by hydrolysis of TMA
up to (n,m=5,4)
Analysis of the affinities of Al-sites to find out the co-catalytically potentially active sites
leading to formation of metallocene cationic centre.
Proposals of how the chemical environment of the Al-sites should be modified to
maximize the co-catalytic ability
Evaluation of MAO counter anions stabilities by electrostatic potential maps
Development of DFT methods could be employed in further activation studies of pre-
catalyst which have capability to reproduce MP2 results
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3.2 Methods and Models

3.2.1 Choice of Models

It  is  well  known  that  the  real  structure  of  MAO  is  still  a  mystery.  This  concept  leads  to
systematic study for MAO models of different composition and geometry. MAO oligomers are
classified into five different groups with respect to number of oxygen atoms (n) where n
determines the extent of degree of oligomerization. Chemical composition of MAOs were varied
systematically by changing number of oxygen and TMA molecules up to (n,m=5,4).

3.2.2 Computational Details

Geometry optimization of MAO models were performed at RI-MP2/def-TZVP [55], [56] level by
using TURBOMOLE V6,2 [57]  program. Single point energies and electrostatic potential map
calculations were done by Gaussian 0,9 [58] while results were visualized by GaussView 5.0.

3.3 MAO Anions

3.3.1 TMA and TMA Dimer

Optimized structures of neutral TMA, TMA dimer and their respective chloride/methyl anions
are presented in Table 1. E of TMA anions is set to zero to have a reference value for all other
MAO anions. Here we are only treated the relative affinities of MAO anions rather than absolute
values.  Relative  affinity  tells  how much better  each  Al  site  is  in  comparison  to  poor  Al  site  in
TMA molecule. Relative anionic affinity EX

-1of any MAO anion is calculated by the following
formula;

E]X
-1= [ E]MAO anion - [ E]Reference TMA anion

TMA molecule is planar structure in which aluminum atom is bonded to three methyl groups.
Chloride/methyl ligands are attached to aluminum atom in perpendicular direction of TMA
molecule plane. Planar structure of TMA transform into tetrahedral structure due to ligand
attachment. TMA dimer has a bridge structure with two equivalent tetra-coordinated Al atoms.
Optimized structures of TMA and TMA dimer anions are illustrated in Table 1.

TMA molecule is planar structure in which aluminum atom is bonded to three methyl groups.
Chloride/methyl ligands are attached to aluminum atom in perpendicular direction of TMA
molecule plane. Planar structure of TMA transform into tetrahedral structure due to ligand
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attachment. TMA dimer has a bridge structure with two equivalent tetra-coordinated Al atoms.
Optimized structures of TMA and TMA dimer anions are illustrated in Table 1.

Table 1. [ E]X-1(kJ/mol) of TMA and TMA dimer anions

Fig. Neutral MAO Me- MAO
EMe-

Cl- MAO
ECl-

a

AlMe3 0,0 0,0

b

Al2Me6 9,3 24,4

EMe
- Relative electronic affinity of MAO for methyl ligand

ECl
- Relative electronic affinity of MAO for chloride ligand

TMA dimer anions have 9,3 and 24,4 kJ/mol higher energies than TMA anion. The higher
energies  are  directly  related  to  the  lower  affinities  of  TMA  dimer  for  ligands.  Poor  affinity  of
TMA dimer for ligands in comparison to reference TMA can be attributed to the splitting of the
structure into two parts which is not feasible for ligand abstraction reaction. The AlMe3 has
electron deficient three coordinated Al centre, while aluminums in Al2Me6 are  both
coordinatively saturated. The approaching ligand dissociates the TMA dimer into two TMA parts
on expense of energy (Fig. 1b). One part of TMA dimer with chloride has tetrahedral structure
similar to TMA anion while other resembles to the neutral TMA. On the other hand, methyl
ligand formed a bridged structure between the aluminum atoms. Al2Me6 has shown higher
affinity for methyl ligand than chloride because both Al atoms participate to abstract the methyl
ligand rather than single Al atom.
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3.3.2 MAO oligmers (n=1, m=1 to 3)

Optimized structures of neutral MAO and respective chloride/methyl MAO anions up to
(n,m)=(1,3) with their affinity EX

- values  are  given  in  Table  2.  Al2Me4O has two similar tri-
coordinated aluminum atoms with planar geometry. Each aluminum atom is substituted by two
methyl groups and one oxygen atom which join the both of aluminum atoms. Planar structure of
Al2Me4O tends to twist in V shape with a rotation of both methyl groups with the ligand
approach (Fig. 2a). Al3Me7O contains two types of active sites, one is tetra-coordinated and
other one is tri-coordinated aluminum atom (Fig. 2b). Tetra-coordinated aluminum atoms are
present  in  the  form  of  ring  structure  in  which  methyl  substituent  form  a  bridge  structure
between aluminum atoms. No structural changes are observed as the chloride/methyl ligand
approaches to tri-coordinated aluminum atom. However, when chloride/methyl ligand bonded
to one of tetra-coordinated aluminum atom, it causes to transfer a penta valent methyl group to
other tetra-coordinated aluminum atom and chloride/methyl formed a bridge between two tri-
coordinated aluminum atoms.

Al4Me10O has two isomers as denoted by 2c and 2e. 2c has four tetra-coordinated aluminum
atoms forming two square faces. All the aluminum sites are chemically equivalent and joined
together by single oxygen atom. 2e also composed of four non-equivalent tetra-coordinated
aluminum atoms which differ on the base of chemical environment.

Ligand attack involves the ring opening similar to Al2Me6 which can be again associated the
lower affinity. 2e has a less compact structure as compare to 2d and has low structural strain.
This factor contributes to the higher affinity of 2e than 2d. Lower affinity of 2e than 2b can be
referred to the neighboring atoms in which Al-Ligand site is not directly bonded to oxygen atom.

Chloride/methyl ligands can possibly approach to tetra-coordinated aluminum atoms bonded
with tri-coordinated oxygen atoms in 2e to form bridged structure similar to 2b but there is no
tri-coordinated Al atom present at -position to accept the shifting methyl group to stabilize the
anion. Bonding nature of oxygen atom also significantly contributes to the structural stability and
ligand affinity of MAO. The higher affinity of 2b than 2a is associated to bridged methyl group
and tri-coordinated oxygen atom connected with tetra-coordinated aluminum site.

It  is  observed  that  MAOs  (n  =  1)  capable  to  form  a  bridge  structure  with  chloride/methyl
ligands have shown lower affinity for methyl ligands. The relative stabilities of bridged MAO-Cl-

ranges  from  -6  to  -21,9  kJ/mol  which  is  about  -1,7  kJ/mol  less  than  non-bridged  MAO-Me-.
Relative affinity of bridged structures is also increased with increase of m while inverse is true
for non-bridged structures.

According to theoretical data it is concluded that MAO-Cl- anions have higher affinity in bridged
structures which is formed between two tetra-coordinated aluminums bonded with tri-
coordinated oxygen. MAO-Me- anions are found to form more stable open chain structures
rather than ring structures. In a nut shell, on the base of neutral MAO structures; it is concluded
that tetra-coordinated Al atoms forming a methyl bridged structures possess higher affinities
than tri-coordinated Al atoms. MAOs wich are not fully saturated with TMA possess high
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Table 2. MAO Structures (n=1, m=1 to 3) and [ E]X- (kJ/mol)

Fig. Neutral MAO Me- MAO
EMe-

Cl- MAO
ECl-

a

Al2Me4O (n=1, m=1) -14,3 -36,2

b

Al3Me7O (n=1, m=2) -80,9 -86,5

c

Al4Me10O_1 (n=1, m=3) -42,8 -25,9

d

-45,8 -20,0

e

Al4Me10O_2 (n=1, m=3) -54,8 -31,2

EMe-/ ECl- Relative electronic affinity of MAO for methyl chloride ligands respectively
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affinity according to 2b and 2c. Not only the composition (n,m) but structural alternation as well
affects the ligand affinity.

3.3.3 MAO oligmers (n=2 m=2 to 4)

The optimized structures of neutral MAO and respective MAO anions with n=2 with their
affinities EX

- are presented in Table 3. Al4Me8O2 has two structural isomers. Both isomers
composed  of  four  member  ring  along  with  two  types  of  aluminum  sites  (Fig. 3a and 3b). In
these structures, square ring is formed by joining two tetra-coordinated Al and two tri-
coordinated oxygen atoms.  Tri-coordinated Al atoms substituted on square rings have shown
higher affinities for ligands.

Al5Me11O2 has three isomers which are denoted by 3c, 3d and 3e. The basic structural unit of 3c
resembles with 2b and similarly penta-valent methyl group is transferred to adjacent tri-
coordinated Al atom. Theoretical calculations reveal that tetra-coordinated aluminum atom
situated close to tri-coordinated aluminum atom possess higher affinity for chloride/methyl
anions. 3d and 3e are relatively planar structures with a square ring which is similar to 3a. The
basic  structural  unit  of 3d and 3e structures is also composed of one square ring which is
composed of two tri-coordinated oxygen and tetra-coordinated Al atoms. This square ring has
both tri-coordinated and tetra-coordinated Al atoms. Here again, tetra-coordinated Al atoms has
shown higher affinities for chloride/methyl ligands. Chloride/methyl ligands cause to transform
the 3d structure into 3c.  Chloride  and  methyl  MAO anions  of 3c have -42,7 and -5,9 kJ/mol
lower energies which is associated to higher affinities than 3d. This lower affinity of 3d is due
formation of non-bridged structure.

Al6Me14O2 has six isomeric forms with tetra-coordinated aluminum atoms. All isomers contain
three  four  member  rings  which  are  either  in  the  form  of  methyl  bridged  rings  or  simple  four
member rings. 3g, 3h and 4i isomers show higher affinities for chloride/methyl ligands than
other isomers. These three non planarisomers contain bridge structures which are formed by two
tetra-coordinated aluminum atoms and two bridging methyl atoms. 3g and 3i structures are
similar to 3c and 3d. Bond formation of chloride/methyl ligands with tetra-coordinated
aluminum atoms cause to form the TMA molecule similar to Al2Me6. Lower affinity of
Al6Me14O2 isomers is associated to the dissociation of the structures.

In general MAOs with n=2 has two types of structural motifs. First are those which contain a
square ring formed by two tri-coordinated oxygen and two tetra-coordinated Al atoms. The
examples  of  these  kind  of  structures  are 3a, 3b, 3d, 3e, 3f, 3I and 3j. The affinity of these
structures decreases with the increase of m up  to  4.  Tri-coordinated  Al  atoms  substituted  on
these rings possesses higher affinities than tetra-coordinated Al atoms. The other key structural
component is composed of bridged methyl group as presented in Fig. 3c, 3g, 3h. These
structures also resembles with 2b with active tetra-coordinated Al atom. The affinity of such
tetra-coordinated Al atom is increased with the increase of n and m values up to (2,3) starting
from (1,2) however decrease in affinity is observed with (2,4) due to dissociation of the structure.
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Table 3. MAO Structures (n=2, m=2 to 4) and [ E]X- (kJ/mol)

Fig. Neutral MAO Me- MAO
EMe-

Cl- MAO
ECl-

a

Al4Me8O2_7 (n=2, m=2) -70,5 -59,0

b

Al4Me8O2_11 (n=2, m=2) -99,9 -94,7

c

Al5Me11O2_11 (n=2, m=3) -116,6 -116,1

d

Al5Me11O2_20 (n=2, m=3) -110,7 -73,4

e

Al5Me11O2_24 (n=2, m=3) -71,9 -57,8
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Fig. Neutral MAO Me- MAO
EMe-

Cl- MAO
ECl-

f

Al6Me14O2_2 (n=2, m=4) -63,2 -70,6

g

Al6Me14O2_16 (n=2, m=4) -90,1 -74,1

h

Al6Me14O2_18 (n=2, m=4) -93,2 -67,1

i

Al6Me14O2_23 (n=2, m=4) -89,6 -66,9

j

Al6Me14O2_33 (n=2, m=4) -71,8 -48,7

EMe-/ ECl- Relative electronic affinity of MAO for methyl chloride ligands respectively
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Structural analysis of MAO (m=2, 3, 4) predict that bent structures which are capable of forming
bridge structures, have shown higher affinities. Calculations suggest that 3c has higher co-
catalytic activity than 3b and 3h. Tetra-coordinated Al atoms containing bridged methyl and tri-
coordinated  oxygen  possess  higher  affinity  which  is  in  agreement  with  the  first  degree  of
polymerization. It is also observed that MAOs which are not fully saturated with TMA have
shown higher affinities. Methyl anions are more stable than chloride anions. Methyl ligands
prefer to form non-bridged structures owing to steric strain.

Structural isomerism contributes more in second degree of polymerization than first one. Higher
composition (n,m) of MAO gives rise to more isomer structures. The highest isomeric effect on
affinities was observed in Al5Me11O2 molecule  which  is   51  kJ/mol  higher  than  1st degree of
polymerization case (  10 kJ/mol). It can be concluded that the affinities of MAO increases with
increase of n,m values from (1,1) to (2,3).

3.3.4 MAO oligmers (n=3 m=0 to 3)

Optimized structures of neutral MAOs (n,m=3,3) and respective chloride/methyl anions are
illustrated in Table 4. In general, five types of structural motifs are found within third degree of
polymerization. Hexagonal and diffused square rings have shown higher affinities (Fig. 4f, 4g)
than other models. Both of these Hexagonal and diffused square rings are formed with n=3
rather than previous cases. Ligand affinity values are increased linearly with increase of m from 0
to 3 for both structures.

Al3Me3O3 is a TMA deficient hexagonal ring which is composed of three equivalent tri-
coordinated  aluminum  atoms  and  three  di-valent  oxygen  atoms.  Same  hexagonal  structural
feature is also present in Al4Me6O3, Al5Me9O3 and Al6Me12O3 models. 4c and 4e hexagonal
structures have two different active sites. Tri-coordinated Al of the hexagonal ring is similar to
4a while  other  one  is  substituted  tetra-coordinated  Al  atom.  Tri-coordinated  Al  atoms  of  ring
which have capacity to form bridged structure with ligands show the higher affinity in
comparison to substituented Al atoms. However substituted tri-coordinated aluminum atom on
hexagonal rings has shown higher affinity in case of Al6Me12O3 molecule (4g). This observation
suggests that tri-coordinated aluminum atom of hexagonal rings has higher affinity than
substituted aluminum atoms in unsaturated MAOs (n>m) where n is 3. This effect is generated
due to increase in TMA contents. With the increase of m values, tri-coordinated aluminum
atoms of hexagonal ring are going to saturate and finally all three tri-coordinated aluminum
atoms of hexagonal ring are fully saturated with TMA at m=3.

Diffused square rings also formed in present case as shown in Figure 4b, 4d, 4f, 4j. 4b and 4d
contains three and four type tetra-coordinated aluminum atoms respectively. However, methyl
bridged tetra-coordinated aluminum atoms have higher affinity than other aluminum sites.
Methyl  bridge  structure  is  cleaved  with  the  ligands  attack  at  the  expense  of  energy  which  is
similar to Al2Me6 case. 4f and 4j structures have tri and tetra-coordinated aluminum active sites.
Distinct feature of diffused square ring structure is observed with m=3. TMA saturated square
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Table 4. MAO Structures (n=3, m=0 to 3) and [ E]X- (kJ/mol)

Fig. Neutral MAO Me- MAO
EMe-

Cl- MAO
ECl-

a

Al3Me3O3 (n=3, m=0) -26,7 -16,9
b

Al4Me6O3_5 (n=3, m=1) -127,7 -99,5

c

Al4Me6O3_11 (n=3, m=1) -92,4 -95,7
d

Al5Me9O3_2 (n=3, m=2) -143,3 -111,7
e

Al5Me9O3_34 (n=3, m=2) -132,6 -130,2
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Fig. Neutral MAO Me- MAO
EMe-

Cl- MAO
ECl-

f

Al5Me9O3_66 (n=3, m=2) -135,7 -168,2

g

Al6Me12O3_52 (n=3, m=3) -146,9 -130,8

h

Al6Me12O3_62 (n=3, m=3) -103,6 -103,1

i

Al6Me12O3_102 (n=3, m=3) -108,8 -108,2

j

Al6Me12O3_120 (n=3, m=3) -139,3 -119,6

EMe-/ ECl- Relative electronic affinity of MAO for methyl chloride ligands respectively
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rings (4j) tend to rearrange into hexagonal structures in order to stabilize the MAO-ligand anion
which lowers the affinity of square rings.

Ligand affinity of hexagonal structures is increased with increase of m up to (3,3). It can be
concluded that higher TMA contents not only enhance the structural stability but also ligand
affinity of hexagonal structures. Study of diffused square rings also shows the similar results with
hexagonal MAOs. 4h and 4i represent the structures containing two square rings at consecutive
and alternative positions respectively which are similar to 3c and 3f. Consecutive square rings are
dissociated into alternate square ring structures upon arrival of chloride/methyl ligands.
Chloride/methyl ligands bind into bridged structure form. The striking feature is observed here
is the slightly increase in stability of methyl bridge structures rather than chloride bridge
structures. Ligand affinity of 4h and 4i rings is reduced with the increase of n,m values.

The prominent effect of composition (n, m) is observed for third degree of polymerization. It
can be concluded that that the stability of neutral MAOs and their respective ligand affinity is
increased with composition (n,m) which is higher than 1st and  2nd degree of polymerization.
Higher TMA contents in neutral MAO correlate to higher stability and higher affinity. Fully
saturated MAOs with TMA have shown lower affinities than unsaturated MAOs which reflects
the unavailability of space for incoming ligand. Lower affinities for chloride ligands than methyl
ligands  are  found  in  agreement  with  1st and  2nd degree of polymerization. In general, tetra-
coordinated aluminum active sites are found more abundant than tri-coordinated aluminum
active sites. However tri-coordinated aluminum atoms in hexagonal structures are also potentially
active in current case.

3.3.5 MAO oligmers (n=4 m=0 to 4)

Energetically favorable optimized structures of neutral MAO and MAO-Cl-/Me- up to (n,m=4,4)
are  illustrated  in  Table  5.  Al4Me4O4 has only one cage structure isomer which is composed of
four diffused square rings (Fig. 5a). There are four equivalent tetra-coordinated equivalent
aluminum atoms which have lower affinity due to cage deformation. 5b and 5f is made up of
curved sheet of square rings which contains tetra-coordinated Al atoms similar to 4b and 4d
while 5f is ladder type structure with four square rings. Four equivalent tetra-coordinated
aluminum atoms are present on the corners of the 5b and 5f structures while penta-coordinated
aluminum atom is present on central position. Chloride/methyl ligands approach to the tetra-
coordinated aluminum atoms containing the bridged methyl molecules.

Ladder structure (5e) contains five tetra-coordinated aluminum atoms with a different chemical

surroundings where is only one tri-coordinated aluminum atom. Tetra-coordinated aluminum

atom  present  at  the  interface  of  the  cage  and  square  ring  possesses  higher  affinity  than  other

aluminum sites. The structure tends to deform into hexagonal-square face structure with the

ligand approach. It is also observed that tetra-coordinated aluminum atoms (Me-Al-O3) have

shown drastically higher affinities for methyl ligands than tri-coordinated aluminum atoms
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Table 5. MAO Structures (n=4, m=0 to 4) and [ E]X- (kJ/mol)

Fig. Neutral MAO Me- MAO
EMe-

Cl- MAO
ECl-

a

Al4Me4O4 (n=4, m=0) -10,2 11,8
b

Al5Me7O4_4 (n=4, m=1) -119,5 -97,3

c

Al6Me10O4_10 (n=4, m=2) -148,7 -117,2
d

Al6Me10O4_20 (n=4, m=2)
-154,0 -121,0

e

Al6Me10O4_38 (n=4, m=2) -191,8 -187,6
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Fig. Neutral MAO Me- MAO
EMe-

Cl- MAO
ECl-

f

Al7Me13O4_4 (n=4, m=3) -117,6 -83,6
g

Al7Me13O4_27 (n=4, m=3) -113,8 -140,9
h

Al7Me13O4_37 (n=4, m=3) -129,2 -165,7
i

Al7Me13O4_288 (n=4, m=3) -125,8 -88,5

j

Al8Me16O4 (n=4, m=4) -65,4 -53,1

EMe-/ ECl- Relative electronic affinity of MAO for methyl chloride ligands respectively
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(Me2-Al-O). This lower affinity is due to electron withdrawing effect of chloride ligand. Methyl
ligands stabilized tetra-coordinated Al atom due to its electron donating nature while in case of
chloride ligand, the Al site experienced more electronic deficiency which is associated to the
lower stability of MAO-Cl-anion.

Hexagonal  structures  are  again  an  important  feature  of  MAOs  with  n=4.  Previously,  we  have
seen that the affinity of hexagonal rings was increased with increase of m values in 3rd degree of
polymerization case. However, ligand affinity of hexagonal structures is decreased by the
addition of two square rings up to (4,1) but afterward it is linearly increased for higher m values.
It  is  also  observed  that  MAOs have  lower  affinities  when the  ligands  bind  to  the  square  rings
rather than hexagonal rings. Based on theoretical calculations, it can be concluded that the ligand
affinity of hexagonal structures increases with increase of both n and m values in the range of
(3,0) to (4,4). Saturated octagonal ring structure containing bridged methyl molecules were also
studied however octagonal structure has shown lower affinities (Fig. 5j).

MAO structures with n=4 are divided into different classes to discuss the effect of n and m
along with previous cases. 5a square face cage structure is only formed with n=4 but each square
face resembles with 3a and 4b. Other V shape square rings with tetra-coordinated Al active
atoms are also existed here. Although ligand affinity of these structures is higher than 2nd and 3rd

degree  of  polymerization  but  decreases  in  same  class  with  increase  of  m  which  is  due  to
dissociation of neutral MAO structures into hexagonal-square face structures.

It  is  found that tetra-coordinated Al atoms possess higher affinities in present case which is  in
agreement with the previous calculations. 5g, 5h molecules contain tri-coordinated Al active site
while the all other remaining sites are tetra-coordinated. Theoretical calculations suggest that the
possible  real  structure  of  MAO  consist  of  tetra-coordinated  Al  atoms  which  may  exist  in  the
form of square-hexagonal rings.

3.3.6 MAO oligmers (n=5 m=0 to 4)

Ligand affinities in terms of E of different four types of MAOs are studied under 5th degree of
polymerization. It is observed that the affinities of hexagonal rings are significantly lowered by
the addition of the three square linear and cage rings (Fig. 6a, 6b and 6c) as compared to
hexagonal rings containing two square face structures (Fig. 5d). Tri-coordinated Al atoms of the
hexagonal ring are active sites which are similar to the 4a. Co-catalytic activity of hexagonal rings
is also decreased with the increase of m. Ligand attachment to MAO molecules does not impart
any significant deformation to the parent structures.

6d and 6e are  composed  of  five  member  square  face  structures.  The  ligand  affinity  of  these
MAOs  is  also  decreased  with  increase  of  m.  The  ligand  attack  causes  the  deformation  of  the
parent structures into diffused hexagonal structures which are similar to 5f. Co-catalytic potential
of 6d is higher than 5f. This additional stability of 6d is associated to the formation of complete
hexagonal rings. 6d is  the  only  MAO  whose  tetra-coordinated  Al  site  is  active  as  compare  to
other MAOs with same n=5. Ligand affinity of MAOs containing hexagonal rings is reduced as
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Table 6. MAO Structures (n=5, m=0 to 4) and [ E]X- (kJ/mol)

Fig. Neutral MAO Me- MAO
EMe-

Cl- MAO
ECl-

a

Al5Me5O5 (n=5, m=0) -112,8 -95,7
b

Al6Me8O5 (n=5, m=1) -90,3 -72,2
c

Al7Me11O5 (n=5, m=2) -100,6 -90,2
d

Al8Me14O5 (n=5, m=3) -163,6 -156,4
e

Al9Me17O5 (n=5, m=4) -115,0 -79,0

EMe-/ ECl- Relative electronic affinity of MAO for methyl chloride ligands respectively
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compared to square face structures. MAOs (n =5) has shown comparative ligand affinities to 3rd

and 4th degree of polymerization while higher then 1st and 2nd degree of polymerizations.

3.4 Identification of Active Sites

Effect of different values of m with constant n and also for different n values is observed. The
smallest  structures  of  MAO  (n=0-2)  are  less  realistic  models  because  they  do  not  contain
structural features essential for real MAO. [19], [24], [26] This aspect could be associated to random
behavior of affinity for MAO-anions formation. On the other hand, MAOs with n= 3-4 are
more stable models and stable anions are formed with structures n > m. MAO models with n >
m indicates the TMA deficient models which have free site available for ligand abstraction.
However some models are fully saturated with TMA and some are really TMA deficient that´s
why we studied the all combinations of n, m.

All studied Al sites that are found in the studied MAOs are given in Figure 1. It is concluded that
tetra-coordinated Al atom where methyl bridge cleavage takes place is the key component of
MAO.

1) AlC2C2b            2)  AlC2CbO                  3)  AlC2O2                 4)  AlCO2               5)  AlC2O

      6)  AlC3O               7) AlC2O2                      8) AlCCbO2            9) AlCCb2O             10) AlCCbO2

11) AlCbO2         12) AlCO3

Figure 1. Reactive aluminum sites of MAO for abstraction of Cl-/Me-
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Following are the structural features of active Al- sites which can improve Cl-/Me- affinities of
MAOs;

- Terminal tetra-coordinated Al- atoms capable of opening methyl bridge structures as the
ligand approaches (Sites 1, 2, 8, 9, 10, and 11 in Fig.1)

- Tetra-coordinated Al atoms which are bonded to one bridge opening methyl group and
one oxygen atom have higher affinities than two methyl groups (2, 8, 10 in Fig. 1)

- Tri- or tetra-coordinated Al- atoms linked to tri-coordinated oxygen atoms within non-
planar structures (Sites with Al-O in Fig. 1)

- Tri-coordinated Al- atoms have higher affinity if bonded to six member ring rather than
four member ring. (Site 5 in Fig.1)

- Tetra-coordinated bridged Al- atoms on diffused square rings have higher affinity than
hexagonal rings (Sites 8, 10 in Fig. 1)

-   Tetra-coordinated Al- atom is bonded to two tri- and one tetra-valent oxygen atoms in
square rings (Site 12 in Fig.1)

Figure 2. Methyl Ligand affinities [kJ/mol] of different MAO as a function of Al-sites
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Methyl ligand affinities of different MAOs as a function of Al sites are illustrated in Figure 2. It
is  clearly  seen  that  most  of  MAO anions  are  formed to  the  following  Al  sites 2, 4 and 5. The
anionic stability of Al site (2, 4) is growing up with increase of n and m values up to (4,3). This
growth is linearly increased for MAOs with n>m. Generally, all Al sites have shown higher
affinity for methyl ligands than chloride ligand. Similar effect of n and m values is observed with
Al sites 8, 9, 12. Totally inverse trend of anionic stabilities is observed with site 7.

 Al5Me9O3 (3,2)2  Al6Me12O3 (3,3)2  Al7Me13O4 (4,3)5  Al5Me9O3 (3,2)5

Al6Me10O4 (4,2)4
 Al6Me10O4 (4,2)8  Al6Me10O4 (4,2)4,10,12  Al8Me14O5 (5,3)12

Figure 3. Most stable MAO anions Structures. Superscripts indicate the Al-sites

On the base of theoretical results it is concluded that MAOs with (3,2), (3,3), (4,2) and (4,3) are
the most favorable structures which like to form MAO-anions by ligand abstraction. The most
stable MAO-anions are illustrated in Figure 3. It is concluded that MAO-anions are stabilized by
adopting hexagonal-square ring shapes. These justified models can employ for activation of pre-
catalyst studies in future work.

Surface charge distribution describes the stability of MAO anions as compare to TMA anion.
Negative charge is concentrated over chloride ligand in TMA anion as compare to other MAO
anions (Figure 4). Concentrated negative charge makes TMA anion to coordinate strongly with
metallocene cation thus active site is unavailable for olefin insertion. This is the reason for low
yield with TMA alone. [11] On the other hand, uniform distribution of ligand charges over MAO
anion surfaces makes it a better counter ion which not only stabilizes the metallocene cation but
also enhance the yield of olefin polymerization.
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TMA Al5Me9O3 (3,2)2 Al6Me12O3 (3,3)2

Al7Me13O4 (4,3)5 Al5Me9O3 (3,2)5 Al6Me10O4 (4,2)4

Al6Me10O4 (4,2)8 Al6Me10O4 (4,2)4,10,12 Al8Me14O5 (5,3)12

Figure 4. Surface charge densities of TMA and MAO anions

3.5 Evaluation of Computational Methods

The aim of the method evaluation was to assess the performance of different density functionals
(12 functionals, SVP and TZVP basis sets) due to their computationally less intensive nature
than MP2 methods and their ability to reproduce the results with same accuracy in comparison
to other ab initio methods. Different DFT functionals were applied to investigate the reaction
energies and relevant bond lengths of following reaction Cp2ZrMe2 + MAO (n=3,m=3) ->
Cp2ZrMe-Me-MAO which were compared with MP2/TZVP. Standard optimized Cp2ZrMe-Me-
MAO model by MP2/TZVP method is illustrated in Figure 5.
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Figure 5. MP2/TZVP-calculated Cp2ZrMe-Me-MAO reference model for DFT functionals

The results suggest M062X, WB97XD, and LSDA functionals are capable of producing reaction
energies close to the MP2/TZVP-calculated energies as shown in Tables 7 and 8.

Table 7. Comparison of DFT/SVP methods with MP2/TZVP

WB97XD/SVP M062X/SVP LSDA/SVP MP2/TZVP
E -56,1 -41,5 -60 -58,2

Zr-Me 2,321 2,326 2,29 2,338
Al-Me 2,38 2,367 2,271 2,349

Table 8. Comparison of DFT/TZVP methods with MP2/TZVP

WB97XD/TZVP M062X/TZVP LSDA/TZVP MP2/TZVP
E -52,4 -40,3 -51 -58,2

Zr-Me 2,329 2,337 2,301 2,338
Al-Me 2,415 2,405 2,296 2,349

LSDA method predicts considerably shorter bond lengths as compared with the MP2 results,
whereas the bond lengths produced by WB97XD and M062X are in agreement with the ones
produced by MP2/TZVP. WB97XD and LSDA are computationally faster methods than
M062X regarding optimization time. Overall, M062X and WB97XD methods provide results in
good agreement with the MP2/TZVP ones, and hence these functionals represent promising
DFT methods for future studies.
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3.6 Conclusions

Metallocene (pre-catalyst) along with methylaluminoxane MAO (co-catalyst) is considered as
potent source for single site  olefin polymerization. Since actual structure and activation
mechanism of MAO to metallocene is still unknown therefore we have identified the MAO
active sites which have ability to create a stable zirconocene cationic centre. MAOs were
classified into five groups based of number of oxygen and TMA molecules denoted by n and m
respectively. Systematic approach was applied to study the MAO models up to n,m=5,4
composition. It is concluded that tetra-coordinated Al atom where methyl bridge cleavage takes
place is the key component of MAO. The smallest structures of MAO (n=0-2) are less realistic
because of their random behavior in formation of respective MAO anions while MAOs with n=
3-4 are more stable models and stable anions are formed with structures n > m. MAO models
with n > m indicates the TMA deficient models which have free site available for ligand
abstraction.  However  some  models  are  fully  saturated  with  TMA  and  some  are  really  TMA
deficient  that´s  why  we  studied  the  all  combinations  of  n,  m.  The  electrostatic  potential  maps
indicate uniform charge distribution over MAO anions as compared to TMA anions which are
associated to the higher stability to MAO anions. MAOs containing hexagonal-square rings with
(3,2), (3,3), (4,2), (4,3) and (5,3) composition have shown higher thermodynamic stability as well
as higher affinity for chloride/methyl ligands. These are well justified models for study of catalyst
activation by MAO.

Al5Me9O3 (3,2) Al6Me12O3 (3,3) Al6Me10O4 (4,2) Al6Me10O4 (4,2) Al8Me14O5 (5,3)

Theoretical calculations regarding DFT methods evaluation suggested the M062X and WB97XD
methods provide results in good agreement with the MP2/TZVP ones, and hence these
functionals represent promising DFT methods for future studies.
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